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In the article has been conducted a research aiming increase of classifi-
cation result stability of commercial bank’s debtor creditworthiness 
with usage of boosted decision trees and neural network algorithms due 
to the use of stratified sampling. It is proposed to improve the classical 
procedure of stratified sampling by taking into account not only the 
target variable, but also the most significant predictors of the model 
when forming the control subset. 
Experimental calculations to test the proposed hypotheses were carried 
out using the program packages LGBM and H2O on the data of 
international consumer finance provider Home Credit. In the article 
checked and confirmed that the use of stratified sampling in the process 
of forming a control subset during training of machine learning models 
makes possible to increase their stability and accuracy of forecasts on 
new data sets.  
As per the achieved results, the authors’ approach of stratified sampling 
during forming a control dataset by target variable and the most 
significant characteristics of a model demonstrates a higher average 
accuracy for boosted decision trees on the test subset compared to the 
standard stratified sampling algorithm and random selection. 
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У статті проведено дослідження з підвищення стійкості результа-
тів класифікації кредитоспроможності боржників комерційного 
банку з використанням бустингових дерев рішень та нейромере-
жевих алгоритмів за рахунок застосування стратифікованого сем-
плінгу. Запропоновано удосконалення класичної процедури стра-
тифікованого семплінгу шляхом врахування при формуванні 
контрольної вибірки не тільки цільової змінної, але й найбільш 
значущих предикторів моделі. 
Експериментальні розрахунки для перевірки висунутих гіпотез 
проведено з використанням програмних пакетів LGBM і H2O на 
даних міжнародного провайдера споживчого кредитування Home 
Credit. У статті перевірено та підтверджено, що використання 
стратифікованого семплінгу в процесі формування контрольної 
вибірки під час навчання моделей машинного навчання дозволяє 
підвищити їх стабільність і точність прогнозів на нових наборах 
даних.  
Відповідно до отриманих результатів, авторський підхід до страти-
фікованого семплінгу при формуванні контрольного набору даних 
за цільовою змінною та найбільш значущими характеристиками 
моделі демонструє вищу середню точність для бустингових дерев 
рішень на тестовій вибірці в порівнянні зі стандартним стратифі-
кованим алгоритмом семплінгу та випадковим відбором. 
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Introduction 

With the formation of the modern information society on the edge 

of XX–XXI centuries the economy faced new challenges and 
opportunities. The updated economic system generates huge flows of 

information that can be used to obtain additional economic effect 
through the correct interpretation of data using modern mathematical 

methods. 

According to recent research [1], just in 2016-2017, humanity has 
generated more information than in the previous 5,000 years of its 

development. Despite the large amount of information generated, only a 
small percentage of it is used to make operational decisions – 0.5% [1]. 

One very important task for the sustainability of the economy, which 
has recently been affected by the explosive increase in data, is the 

assessment of the creditworthiness of borrowers. Not so long ago, a 

borrower was characterized by several dozen indicators (primarily from 
a questionnaire for a loan and data from credit bureaus), which were 

very successfully processed by statistical methods (for example, 
logistic regression, discriminant analysis, etc.).  

But recently, new sources of information about customers related to 

big data have appeared, such as a digital footprint, social networks, 
photos and videos of a potential borrower when applying for a loan, etc. 

Processing these arrays of information makes it possible to generate 
thousands of features that can be used in predicting the credit 

behavior of customers. As a result, the use of statistical methods for 
processing such information becomes irrelevant. Therefore, researchers 

and practicing data scientists are increasingly turning to the use of 

artificial intelligence and machine learning methods to assess 
borrowers’ credit risks. 

The authors of the paper [2] analyze 258 academic papers since 
1976 to detect trends and changes in the credit scoring literature and to 

reveal the challenges and opportunities big data bring to credit scoring. 
This paper presents study on how big data challenges traditional credit 

scoring models and addresses the need to develop new credit models 

that identify new and secure data sources, and convert them to useful 
insights that are in compliance with regulations. 
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To solve the problems of assessing credit risks, artificial intelligence 

and machine learning methods began to be used at the end of the last 
century [3-6]. 

In the last decade, artificial intelligence methods, such as neural 
networks [7-11], fuzzy logic [12-15], genetic algorithms [16, 17], as 

well as machine learning techniques [18-20], have been more actively 

developed and applied in practice. 
However, when training artificial intelligence and machine learning 

models with a large number of adjustable parameters, the negative 
effect of overfitting appears (when it is strongly adjusted to the training 

set and begins to poorly describe patterns on test data). The problem of 

overfitting and the ways of model validation during the training process 
are covered by various authors [21-23]. The article [24] investigates the 

dependence of the adequacy of credit scoring models based on logistic 
regression and perceptron-type neural networks of different 

configurations on the size of the training sample. The causes of the 
overfitting effect and ways to prevent it are identified. 

The article [25] studies the issue of finding optimal architectures of 

neural network of multilayer perceptron and RBF types for the problem 
of assessing the creditworthiness of individual borrowers. 

Experimental studies have confirmed that the combination of several 
models in an ensemble makes it possible to compensate for the possible 

errors of each of them, caused, among other reasons, by the effect of 

overfitting. 
Authors of the paper [26] propose to use the boosting procedure to 

prevent overfitting. Additionally, it reduces the training time of models 
(which is important for big data) and gives a bit higher performance for 

the problem being solved. 
Also, a typical problem in modeling complex processes, in 

particular credit risks, is that the event under study is rare (default 

occurs much less often than the loan is repaid), and this class imbalance 
strongly affects the performance of traditional classifiers. The paper 

[27] discusses the performance of standard boosting procedures to deal 
with unbalanced classes and proposes a new boosting-based sampling 

algorithm. 
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As can be seen, there are many scientific papers devoted to the study 
of the dependence of the accuracy of credit risk modeling on the choice 

of mathematical tools and approach to the formation of a training 

sample. At the same time, the little-studied issue of analyzing the 
performance of scoring models depending on the choice of control 

sample is of scientific and practical interest. 
The main purpose of the article is to study the influence of the 

control sample formation procedure on improving the quality of binary 
classification in the problem of credit risk modeling. 

 

Methodological basis 

Stratified sampling method 

As justified above, during the creation of machine learning models, 

an important task of the researcher is the formation of a control sample. 
The use of control sample during the preparation of the model makes 

possible to prevent overfitting of the predicative model – to avoid cases 

when the model is able to successfully recognize only a specific set of 
training data. 

The process of creation of a control sample includes the selection of 
observations from the general set so that the control sample was as close 

as possible to the general totality in its properties. To preserve the 
properties of the complete data set in the control set is used the method 

of stratified sampling [28]. 

Stratified sampling is a method of random selection that involves 
dividing the general totality into smaller subgroups (strata) and 

combining random sampling from strata. The strata are formed based 
on the homogeneous characteristics of observations, which makes it 

possible to reproduce the heterogeneity of the general totality in the 

sample. A classic work describing the use of stratified sampling in 
statistics is the paper of J. Neyman “On the two different aspects of the 

representative method: the method of stratified sampling and the 
method of purposive selection” [29]. The basic idea of stratified 

sampling: 
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1) splitting the heterogeneous sample into smaller groups (or strata), 

such that the selection groups are: 

 homogeneous with respect to the target characteristics within the 
strata; 

 heterogeneous in terms of target characteristics between strata; 

2) random selection of observations from each stratum in accordance 
with the distribution of its target characteristics in the initial data. 

The general approach to stratified selection is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Description of stratified sampling method 

Note that the stratified sampling method is one of the ways to form 

a control sample. However, it is possible to examine its effectiveness in 

comparison with other approaches (for example, random selection) 
only on the basis of mathematical models built on these data sets. We 

will conduct this study using the boosted decision trees and neural 
networks. 

The method of boosted decision trees 

One of the most popular and effective algorithms used in 

classification problems is the gradient boosted trees method. A classic 

work that laid the theoretical foundation for the creation of boosting 
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decision trees is the work of J. Friedman “Greedy approximation of 
functions: a gradient boosting machine” [30]. 

Friedman’s work is based on the idea that the basic predicative 

model itself is “weak” and can be strengthened by constructing 
ensembles of models whose characteristics will be redefined using 

optimization algorithms (such as a gradient descent algorithm). Once 
the result of the final ensemble of models is aggregated, the original 

model is considered “strong” by reducing the variance of the original 
result and optimizing the parameters. The general representation of the 

original model will look like: 

𝐹(𝐱; {𝑏𝑚 , 𝐚𝑚}1
𝑀) =  ∑ 𝑏𝑚ℎ(𝐱; 𝐚𝑚)

𝑀

𝑚=1

, (1) 

where x is the set of random “input” or “explanatory” variables  

(𝐱 =  {𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛}), ℎ(𝐱; 𝐚𝑚) is a parametric function (predictive 

model) with vectors of input variables x and parameters  

𝐚𝑚 =  {𝑎1
𝑚, 𝑎2

𝑚 , … , 𝑎𝑛𝑚
𝑚 } (note that in the general case, each model  

𝑚 = 1,𝑀̅̅̅̅ ̅̅  can have its own number of parameters 𝑛𝑚), and 𝑏𝑚  is a the 

weight of the corresponding model. 

Let’s consider the case where each basic model is a decision tree. 

For this method, the parameters 𝐚𝑚  are the splitting variables, split 
locations and the end node means of the individual trees. In this case, 

each decision tree has an additive form: 

ℎ (𝐱; {𝑎𝑗, 𝑅𝑗}1
𝐽
) =  ∑𝑎𝑗1(𝐱 ∈ 𝑅𝑗)

𝐽

𝑗=1

, (2) 

where {𝑅𝑗}1
𝐽
 is the space of the J end nodes of the decision tree, which 

completely covers the range of values of the independent variables x, 

1(∙) is an indicator function that has the value 1 if its argument is true 

and 0 otherwise, {𝑎𝑗}1
𝐽
 are the parameters of the model which define the 

boundaries of spaces {𝑅𝑗}1
𝐽
, which in its turn represent the distributions 

of non-end nodes of the tree. 
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For the decision tree, the definition of the boosting algorithm have 

the form: 

𝐹𝑚(𝐱) =  𝐹𝑚−1(𝐱) + 𝑝𝑚∑𝑎𝑗𝑚1(𝐱 ∈ 𝑅𝑗)

𝐽

𝑗=1

, (3) 

where {𝑅𝑗𝑚}1
𝐽
 – spaces which are defined by the end nodes 𝑗 = 1, 𝐽̅̅ ̅̅  of 

the decision tree during the iteration m (for new decision tree model), 

𝑝𝑚 is the scaling factor. 

Formula (3) can be reduced to 

𝐹𝑚(𝑥) =  𝐹𝑚−1(𝑥) +∑ɣ𝑗𝑚1(𝑥 ∈ 𝑅𝑗)

𝐽

𝑗=1

, (4) 

where ɣ𝑗𝑚 =  𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑗𝑚 . 

The boosting algorithm is described in [30]. Gradient boosting of 

decision trees creates competitive, reliable, interpretable models for 

solving classification problems, and good results are achieved even in 

conditions of low quality of input data. 

For program implementation of gradient boosting of decision trees 

we will use the program packages XGBoost and LGBM. 

XGBoost is an open source software library which supports the 

gradient boosting algorithm for C++, Java, Python, R, Scala, and Julia 

programming languages, created in 2014. The ability to use different  

programming languages has expanded the circle of developers and 

brought XGBoost popularity among the Kaggle community. The work 

on XGBoost was published by the library’s authors T. Chen and 

C. Guestrin [26]. 

LightGBM (LGBM) is a framework for gradient boosting that uses 

training algorithms for decision trees. LightGBM is a more modern 

optimized software implementation of the algorithm for greedy 

approximation of functions using decision trees, which characterized 

by greater speed of model learning and their higher accuracy [31]. 

Both XGBoost and LGBM packages were used for creation of the 

optimal architecture of the model. As both packages implement similar 
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algorithms, accuracy of the achieved result is also the same. The main 

difference between the packages is technical implementation – as 

LGBM is optimized in C++, its training speed is significantly higher in 

comparison with XGBoost. As a result, for estimation of the efficiency 

of the experiment with a control subset was used only LGBM package.  

The method of neural networks 

In addition to boosted decision trees, this study used the method of 

neural networks for modelling the debtor creditworthiness. The 

architecture of the neural network was chosen as a result of an 

experimental study. Thus, a feed-forward neural net with hyperbolic 

tangent activation function with dropout was selected.  

The neural network architecture included 2 hidden neuron layers, 

100 neuron each. Hidden layer dropout ratios were set at 5% for each 

layer for better model generalization. Neural net training has run for 

1000 iterations, with enabled early stopping rounds option, set to 20 

iterations based on the AUC metric improvement. For program 

implementation of this neural network was used H2O artificial 

intelligence package for R programming language [32].  

Collecting data for the study 

To solve the stated problem, devoted to the study of influence of 

the control sample formation procedure on improving the quality of 

binary classification, we will use the open data of Home Credit 

international consumer finance provider, uploaded for the Home Credit 

Default Risk competition [33] to the Kaggle platform. This platform 

contains the largest database of contests for analytics and predictive 

modeling, in which statisticians and data mining specialists compete to 

create the best models for predicting and describing data offered by 

companies or users.  

Within the framework of the Home Credit Default Risk competition, 

Home Credit provided data on loan applications for 2 retail loan 

products: consumer loans and credit cards. The specifics of the 
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incoming sample was the selection of a population of unbankable 

customers whose loan applications would be denied under a one of the 

existing credit rules, but were financed with a credit by Home Credit to 

improve existing decision-making models and expand the coverage of 

potential borrowers. 
Given that Home Credit selected a sample of customers with low 

credit ratings to ensure sufficient predictive power of analytical models, 

additional data sources were provided for the competition, such as: 
1) detailed behavioral information on the balance of existing and 

previous loans of the client and his payments according to 3 external 
credit bureaus (EXT_SRC) and internal data of the Home Credit; 

2) information from real estate registers on the condition and average 
values of factors that characterize real estate owned by the client; 

3) assessment of the client’s region of residence. 

Description of the database structure is shown in Fig. 2. 
 

 

Fig. 2. The structure of the input data of the  
Home Credit Default Risk competition [33] 
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The training sample provided by Home Credit finance provider for 
the construction of the scoring models included 307 511 observations 

(see Table 1). 

 
Table 1 

THE STRUCTURE OF THE TRAINING SAMPLE OF HOME CREDIT COMPETITION 

Type of credit Number of observations % observations 

Credit repaid 282 686 91.93% 

Default 24 825 8.07% 

Grand Total 307 511 100.00% 

 

As can be seen from Table 1, in the database for the Home Credit 
competition, the above-mentioned typical problem of imbalance in the 

classes of borrowers is observed (the “Default” class is much less 

common than the “Loan repaid” class). Thus, this dataset is appropriate 
for comparative analysis of different sampling procedures to improve 

the quality of binary classification in the problem of credit risk 
modeling. 

The test sample provided by Home Credit to validate the constructed 

models included 48 744 observations. 
The first stage in the preparation of data set for building predicative 

models was the initial data processing and the development of 
predictors based on them. The total number of predictors that were 

included in the final data set is 591, among which were both initial 
indicators: 

 Income per Person – the borrower’s income per 1 member of his 

family; 

 Children ratio – the ratio of the number of children in the 

borrower’s family to the total number of members of his family; 

 Credit to Goods ratio – the ratio of the loan amount to the value 

of goods purchased in credit; 

 DPD – days past due; 

 DBD – days before due; 
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 Loan to Income ratio – the ratio of the loan amount to the 
borrower’s income, etc., 

and auxiliary predictors calculated on their basis: ratios and other 
combinations of initial factors, average value, minimum, maximum, 

amount, volatility for different periods, number of unique records and 
others. 

LGBM and Neural Network modeling using different sampling 
methods 

During the research, an experiment was conducted on the use 
various approaches to form a control sample to improve the efficiency 

of economic and mathematical models on the basis of tools of boosted 

decision trees and neural networks. 
For the experiment, 3 methods of forming a control sample were 

used: 
1) random selection; 

2) stratified selection by dependent variable; 
3) stratified selection by dependent variable and the most significant 

variables of the model from the group EXT_SRC. 

Note that the 3rd method is proposed by the authors of the paper. It 
represents a departure from conventional method by linking sampling 

not only with the classes of the dependent variable, but also with the 
characteristics of the clusters within the training dataset itself. Since the 

dependent variable is binary (it only takes the value 0 or 1), it makes 

sense to add additional parameters to the stratification. It is suggested 
to choose the most significant independent variables of the model as 

the extension of standard method. As a result, more specific sampling 
groups are formed, providing higher level of accuracy by being able to 

capture the inherent structure of the data in a more sophisticated way. 
A common models’ architecture and input predictors were used for 

all methods. For every selection method, 10% of a training sample 

(Table 1) was used in a control subset. As a result of 5 iterations for 
each of the types of selection, the following results of testing LGBM 

and neural network models on the control sample were obtained 
(Tables 2-4). 
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Table 2 

RANDOM SELECTION 

Model 

type 

№ of model, AUC 
Variance 𝝏𝟐 

1 2 3 4 5 

LGBM 0.7963 0.7902 0.7860 0.7873 0.7751 6.02 * 10-5 

NN 0.6683 0.6880 0.6672 0.6629 0.6595 12.34 * 10-5 

 
Table 3 

STRATIFIED SELECTION BY DEPENDENT VARIABLE 

Model 

type 

№ of model, AUC 
Variance 𝝏𝟐 

1 2 3 4 5 

LGBM 0.7952  0.7904 0.7896 0.7850 0.7908 1.31 * 10-5 

NN 0.6747  0.6695 0.6789 0.6757 0.6807 1.85 * 10-5 

 
Table 4 

STRATIFIED SELECTION BY DEPENDENT VARIABLE AND VARIABLES EXT_SRC 

Model 
type 

№ of model, AUC 
Variance 𝝏𝟐 

1 2 3 4 5 

LGBM 0.7934  0.7911 0.7871 0.7895 0.7877 0.66 * 10-5 

NN 0.6740  0.6721 0.6771 0.6819 0.6732 1.55 * 10-5 

 
As can be seen from Tables 2-4, neural nets showed systematically 

less accurate results, than decision trees. Such behavior is linked to the 
fact, that during solving the binary classification tasks based on neural 

network approach all variables (quantitative, and qualitative as well) 

needed to be transformed using a binning approach. This significantly 
increases its efficiency [34]. 

Note that decision trees effectively work based on as-is input 
information, without its additional transformation. Taking into account 

that the main purpose of the paper is not to obtain the most accurate 
creditworthiness model, but a research of an impact of a stratified 

sampling procedure on an increase of a classification quality, 

binning hasn’t been applied. Accordingly, all conclusions in the context 
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of the current task for neural networks remain valid, the same as for 

decision trees. 
Based on the obtained results, is possible to conclude that the use of 

stratified selection by indicators that have the greatest impact on the 
model, reduces the variance of model errors for the control sample. This 

result makes it possible to increase the stability of the model 

calculation, which is useful when choosing an architecture. 
The next stage of the experiment is to compare the predicative 

power of models, built using different control sample selection 
methods, on independent data set. To assess the predictive ability, a test 

sample was used, which, according to the rules of the competition, was 

not available to researchers. Such an assessment of the prediction 
accuracy of the target variable was carried out on the side of the Kaggle 

system. The result of the constructed models’ application for the test 
sample is shown in Table 5. Here, the AUC values for both the control 

and test subsets are calculated as an average of the accuracy of the 
models presented in Tables 2-4. 

Table 5 

EFFICIENCY OF MODELS WITH DIFFERENT CONTROL SAMPLE SELECTION METHODS 

ON THE TEST SAMPLE 

Type of control set selection 

Result (AUC) 

Boosted decision tree Neural net 

Control 

subset 

Test 

subset 

Control 

subset 

Test 

subset 

Random selection 0.7870 0.7907 0.6692 0.6139 

Stratified selection by dependent 
variable 

0.7902 0.7916 0.6759 0.6182 

Stratified selection by dependent 
variable and variables EXT_SRC 

0.7898 0.7935 0.6757 0.6165 

 
As can be seen from Table 5, on both control and test subsets, the 

predictive power of both types of models increases if the general totality 
was stratified when creating the control sample. In addition, the standard 

approach to stratified selection only on the dependent variable and the 

method proposed by the authors of selection on the dependent variable 
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and the most significant predictors demonstrate approximately equal 
accuracy rates. Although for boosted decision trees on the test subset, the 

authors’ method demonstrated even higher average accuracy. 

Conclusion 

In solving the problem of assessing the creditworthiness of 
borrowers (which belong to the class of binary classification tasks), 

artificial intelligence and machine learning methods are widely used, in 

particular, Boosted decision trees and neural networks. 
In the course of constructing the best model for a given classification 

task, there is a need to ensure a stable result of its work, and 
accordingly, it becomes necessary to eliminate fluctuations in the 

distribution of features in the control sample compared to the main data 
set. To solve the described task, it is proposed to improve the classical 

procedure of stratified sampling by taking into account not only the 

target variable, but also the most significant predictors of the model 
when forming the control subset. 

According to the results of the study, it can be concluded that: 
1) additional stratification during the selection of the control samp le 

positively affects the predicative power of both boosted decision tree 

and neural net models by maintaining the heterogeneity of the overall 
data set in the control sample; 

2) in addition to the positive effect on predicative power, the use of 
stratified selection by the most significant indicators of the models, led 

to a decrease in the variance of the results of calculations of different 
models on the control sample (which indicates an increase in their 

stability). 

Thus, the use of stratified sampling in the process of forming a 
control sample during the training both boosted decision tree models 

and neural networks improves the stability of the model, which 
increases the efficiency of the process of choosing its architecture to 

improve the accuracy of forecasts on new data sets. The obtained 
findings are valid not only for creditworthiness estimation tasks – it’s 

expected that a positive effect from the use of sampling will be achieved 

if it is used for any classification task. 
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